In honoring her alumni who have achieved success in the belles lettres, in diplomacy, in the writing of political philosophy, Yale University has always been most active, extraordinarily eager to recognize their attainment; but, strangely enough, she has forgotten a member of the class of 1778 who was considered a great poet, statesman and philosopher by many of his contemporaries. Of this
1 After "to," "that" is crossed out in the manuscript.
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but I am not clear that the disorder begins in the stomach; or that that organ is its principal seat. Seeing & feeling are the two senses which convey to us the perception of motion; seeing is perhaps the most acute & conveys the strongest impressions, while it is more connected with the brain & less with the stomach than 5 feeling. Be this as it may, ' two facts are certain-i. That in this disorder the retching of the stomach is preceeded & attended by a dizziness of the brain-2. closing the eyes has a powerful effect in preventing or alleviating the distress of the stomach. I made so much use of this expedient & with such success, that I doubt whether any person would not be proof against the motion of the ship, could he perceive it only by feeling, could he be carried blindfold on board & remain so to the end of the voyage. Another expedient is to lie firm upon the back, this is a great alleviation. I dont know the anatomy & the parts adjacent but suppose that 7 it rests in its bed upon a longer surface in this position than in any other, & is therefore less agitated by the motion.
But it is 8 of little consequence whether the disorder comes in at the eye, or whether the stomach receives its convulsion from the brain. It is the business of the Physician to prevent or cure. Is there no kind of medicine diet or exercise which will fortify the stomach and enable it to resist the shock? would ' violent exercise, such as riding several days on horseback previous to embarking have any effect? Would strong stomachick medicenes invigorate the nerves?-Opium 10 is good in the disorder, would it do as an antidote?
Seasickness appears 11 to have been considered as a trifle-a temporary uneasiness conducing to the general health of the person. This is evident to me from the answers I rec d from several Physicians whom I consulted before going to sea, as I had most terrible apprehensions from the disorder & never subscribed the common opinion respecting its utility. The man that entertains this opinion has never felt the seasickness, & the Physician who views it in this 12 light has never seen it described. Is the general health of the patient to be improved by twisting & convulsing the nerves of the stomach irritating the liver,'3 squeezing the gall bladder, & keeping them in the most violent commotion for several weeks that nothing can pass the stomach by digestion? Are the bowells to be invigorated by destroying their peristaltic motion & laying them in a state of total inaction for the same period? I am certain that no kind of food & I believe not even a drop of water passed my stomach for fourteen days. After the Before "than," "that" appears in the manuscript. * Before "two," "it is" is crossed out in the manuscript. 7 After "that," "in this position the stomach" is crossed out in the manuscript.
3 After "is," "a matter" is crossed out in the manuscript. o After "would," "vo" is crossed out in the manuscript. 10 This is an early reference by an American to the use of opium.
"After "appears," "t [o me]" is crossed out in the manuscript. 12 Before "this," "that" is crossed out in the manuscript. first three days my1 bowels seemed to have lost all action, & my lower limbs were disposed to be chilly. In this situation I was much apprehensive of a mortification of the bowels, after going six days without a stool I received a copious injection, which likewise lay inactive 24 hours & then was bro't away by repeating the operation. After this I took several potions of castor oil which produced no effect, & I presume returned by vomit, hearing nothing further from below for 5 days after the return of the clyster I took a potion from the Surgeon of the ship which produced a good effect. it restored a degree of order to the stomach & bowels, the former now performed its duty upon considerable quantities of boiled rice & the latter seemed to cooperate to very good advantage-but this Interval lasted only six days during a calm, when the storm came on & reduced me lower than ever, during the whole voyage previous to this, I had been on deck every day from morning till night altho' I was not able to ascend or descend or even to walk without assistance. But this storm " overturned the whole system of things within me, threw me on my back in my cabin & confined me there for 5 days, while the vessel was tost from heaven to hell, & every element seemed to claim us as a prize. we then made the English channel & in two days arrived at this place 18. I felt no sudden relief from coming on shore. My health is evidently better now than when on board, but its progress from day to day has been almost imperceptible.
The diet I used on board, as far as I was able to make a choice, was meerly a course of experiments; for the advice I rec d from different people on that subject was contradictory. I began with tea, gruel & light broths, but these would stay but a few minutes in the stomach; I then tried strong meats for several days, such as broiled ham roasted & boiled mutton & fowls & drank madeira wine & some spirit without any water. Such food would stay longer in the stomach, but were disgorged at last with much greater pain. I then discovered that we had rice on board, & began upon this, boiled in simple water, about17 two days before taking the above-mentioned potion from the doctor, & continued it for several days after; when to my great regret I found that article exhausted, & there was nothing on board ship that I could relish afterwards. None of my rice 18 ever returned by vomit; & from the observations I was able to make; It is the best diet in seasickness, at least that I was able to obtain. It is light & easy of digestion, while it does not wash & debilitate the stomach like teas & gruels.-14 Before "my," "body" is crossed out in the manuscript.
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